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Stein and Weiss (1968, Am. J. Math. 90, 163196) introduced the notion of
generalized gradients: equivariant first order differential operators G between
irreducible vector bundles with structure group SO(n) or Spin(n). Among other
things, they proved ellipticity for certain systems, analogous to the CauchyRiemann
equations, and to the (Riemannian signature) Maxwell and Dirac equations, built
from these generalized gradients. In this paper, we classify all systems of this type
which are elliptic; the answer is valid for all Riemannian or (if spin structure enters)
Riemannian spin manifolds. In particular, we find that ellipticity may be attained
by assembling surprisingly few generalized gradients. The method employed yields
a side benefit: the spectral resolution of G*G on the standard sphere S n, for each
generalized gradient G. This spectral resolution was previously understood only for
operators on ‘‘small bundles’’for example, the differential form operators $d,
and d$, and the square of the Dirac operator.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let M be an oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension n3, and con-
sider the bundle F of oriented orthonormal frames; each fiber of F is a
copy of SO(n). Because the defining representation { of SO(n) is faithful,
each irreducible representation of SO(n) occurs as a direct summand of
some tensor representation { } } } {. On the level of vector bundles over
M with structure group SO(n), this shows that each bundle V(*)=F_* V
associated to an irreducible representation (*, V ) of SO(n) is a subbundle
of some tensor bundle. Since the associated bundle construction is
functorial, the converse is clear: each irreducible SO(n)-subbundle of a
tensor bundle is an irreducible associated bundle.
In [SW], Stein and Weiss studied the following general construction of
first order differential operators. Let V(*) be as above. The covariant
derivative { carries (sections of ) V(*) to (sections of ) T*MV(*). The
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latter bundle is generally reducible, but it is known that the summands
occur with multiplicity one:
T*MV(*)=V({)V(*)=V(_1) } } } V(_N*), (1.1)
where _u$SO(n) _v O i= j. The composition
Gu=G*_u : V(*) w
{ T*MV(*) ww
Proj_u V(_u) (1.2)
is sometimes called a generalized gradient, or gradient for short. Up to
normalization, some examples of gradients are:
1. The exterior derivative on differential forms, d : 4kM  4k+1M
when k{n2{k+1. If n is even and the middle order n2 of form is
involved, we restrict or project to the two eigenbundles of the Hodge C
operator to get two gradients.
2. The formal adjoint $ : 4k+1M  4kM of d, with similar remarks
about splitting if the middle order is involved.
3. The conformal Killing operator S from 41M to the trace free sym-
metric tensors TFS2M,
S : |i [ {i |j+{j |i&
2
n
{k |kgij (1.3)
in the usual invariant index notation, g being the metric tensor. This
operator is also important in elasticity theory [A]. S has the property that
a vector field X on M is conformal if and only if S annihilates the one-form
X identified with X by the Riemannian metric.
If M has, in addition, spin structure, the classes of bundles and gradients
are enriched, with no qualitative change in the above. Specifically, the spin
representation of Spin(n) is faithful, so the irreducible vector bundles
associated to the bundle S of spin frames are exactly the irreducible sub-
bundles of tensorspinor bundles. The decomposition (1.1) still has multi-
plicity one, and the construction (1.2) still applies. Examples are:
4. The Dirac operator(s). If n is odd, the spinor bundle 7M is
irreducible, and
T*M7M$Spin(n) TM7M, (1.4)
where T is a certain ‘‘higher spin bundle.’’ (See Example 3.1 below for
specifics.) The gradient associated with the summand 7M is (up to
normalization) the Dirac operator {3 , and that associated with TM is
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sometimes called the twistor operator. If n is even, 7M (resp. TM) splits
into two Spin(n) irreducible summands 7\ M (resp. T\M), and
T*M7\M$Spin(n) T\M7M.
The Dirac operator interchanges the bundles 7\ M,
{3 \ : 7\M  7M,
and there are two twistor operators, T\ : 7\ M  T\M.
5. The RaritaSchwinger operator(s) R : TM  TM if n is odd, and
R\ : T\ M  TM if n is even. (See, e.g., [Wa, esp. pp. 824827].)
Remark 1.1. Up to normalization, the formal adjoint G* of a gradient
G is itself a gradient. This follows from the fact that direct sums of
gradients are the only first-order differential so(n)-operators between
associated bundles [Fe, Sect. 1].
Consider the operators Gu*Gu on the bundle V(*). The sum of all of
these is just the Bochner Laplacian:
:
N*
u=1
Gu*Gu={* \ :
N*
u=1
Proju+ {={*{. (1.5)
It is natural to ask
Question 1.2. Given *, for which A/[1, ..., N*] is
DA := :
u # A
Gu*Gu
elliptic?
Stein and Weiss showed:
Theorem 1.3. If _u0 is the summand in *$H _1  } } } _N (H=SO(n)
or Spin(n)) containing the highest weight vector, then D[1, ..., N]"[u0] is elliptic.
In [KO3 PWZ], it was shown that D[u0]=G*u0 Gu0 (the top gradient) is
elliptic. In this paper, we answer Question 1.2 completely:
Theorem 1.4. Fix an irreducible representation * of SO(n), or, if M has
spin structure, of Spin(n). With notation as above, there are sets B1 , ..., Bp*/
[1, ..., N*], each of cardinality 1 or 2, such that
:
u # A
G u*Gu is elliptic  A#some Bj .
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Furthermore, one of the following holds:
I. The Bj partition [1, ..., N*], or
II.  p*j=1 Bj=[1, ..., N*], and the Bj are pairwise disjoint, except for
two sets of cardinality 2 which intersect in one element, or
III. The Bj partition [1, ..., N]"[u1] for some u1 .
Possibility II occurs only in some SO(n) bundles for n even. Possibility III
occurs only in some bundles with Spin(n) but not SO(n) structure, for n odd.
To paraphrase, the gradients starting in V(*) usually break up into pairs
and singletons which are elliptic. In certain exceptional SO(even) cases,
there are two gradients which are interchangeable in attaining ellipticity. In
certain exceptional Spin(odd) cases, there is one useless gradient Gu1 ,
which will not help or hurt in attaining ellipticity. The use of the words
‘‘usually’’ and ‘‘exceptional’’ here is subjective, as both exceptional classes
contain an infinite number of bundles.
In the author’s opinion, this result is surprising because the sets Bj are
so small. Examples which are fully computable without much effort do not
fully capture the complexity of the problem, and the extent to which the
various Gu*Gu can ‘‘interfere’’ with one another. In particular, as we shall
show, only about half of the leading symbols _2(G u*Gu) for a given * are
linearly independent. However, the case in which * is the defining represen-
tation { of SO(n) does give some of the flavor of the construction. Here
V({)=41M, and the gradient target bundles V(_u) are TFS2M, 42M, and
40M when n{4. (If n=4, 42 splits into the two targets 42\ , the self- and
anti-self-dual 2-forms.) The corresponding gradients are, up to normaliza-
tion, S, d, $ (or S, d\ , $ in dimension 4) respectively. The top gradient is
S, so the content of the SteinWeiss result is just the ellipticity of the form
Laplacian 2=$d+d$. It is easy to verify the classical formulas
(S*’) j=&2{ i’ij , S*S=2$d+
4(n&1)
n
d$&4Ric}, (1.6)
for the Ahlfors Laplacian; here Ric} is the natural action of the Ricci tensor.
Equations (1.6) make it clear that S*S is elliptic. The ellipticity of both 2
and S*S generalizes to differential forms of all orders, with the obvious
modifications if the middle order is involved. However, for more general
bundles, it is not at all clear from this how many non-top gradients one
must assemble in order to have an elliptic operator. For a generic bundle,
the number N* of gradient targets is n, the dimension. (This follows from
the general observation in [Kost] that the number of irreducible con-
stituents in *1*2 is bounded by dim *1 , with equality for ‘‘generic’’ *2 .)
Thus in a sense which is very relevant here, the differential form bundles
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are quite atypical. At one extreme, we might guess that it is necessary to
assemble all N*&1 non-top gradients. Since we know from the differential
form case that not all Gu*Gu can be elliptic, the statement of Theorem 1.3
is at the other extreme.
Another natural question is:
Question 1.5. Given *, for which real (b1 , ..., bN*) is 
N*
u=1 bu Gu*Gu
elliptic?
Question 1.2 is, of course, the special case of Question 1.5 in which each
bu is required to be 1 or 0. Note that an operator N*u=1 buG u*Gu might be
elliptic without having positive definite leading symbol, and might have
positive definite leading symbol even if some bu are negative (because of the
many linear relations among the _2 (Gu*Gu)). Question 1.5 is quite sensitive
to ambiguities in normalization (of bundle inner products, for example),
while Question 1.2 is insensitive to such considerations. Indeed, Ques-
tion 1.2 asks whether the leading symbol _2(DA)(!) is invertible for nonzero
cotangent vectors !; this is equivalent to the injectivity of
_1(Gu1 , ..., Gu>A)(!), (1.7)
where Gu1 , ..., Gu>A is an enumeration of [Gu : i # A]. This injectivity ques-
tion is insensitive to normalization. Though we shall not pursue Ques-
tion 1.5 in detail in this paper, we shall expend some effort on questions of
normalization (Sec. 5).
Remark 1.6. The fact that normalization is an issue is clear from the
differential form case. In dealing with general tensor bundles, we need some
convention relating the Riemannian structure on T*MV(*) with those of
T*M and V(*). The only consistent choice available, given a Riemannian
metric h on V(*), is to put the Riemannian metric
h1(!., ’)= g>(!, ’) h(., ) (1.8)
on T*MV(*), g> being the inverse of the metric tensor g. Here .,  are
sections of V(*), and !, ’ are sections of T*M. This is in conflict with the
usual differential form convention, where factorial factors are inserted. The
upshot is that, with the convention (1.8), the gradients from 4k with
targets 4k+1 and 4k&1 turn out to be d(k+1) and $(n&k+1), with for-
mal adjoints $ and d respectively. This is closely related to formula (1.6):
by (1.5) and the above, the G*G giving the normalized S*S is
{*{&
$d
2
&
d$
n
=2&W&
$d
2
&
d$
n
=
1
2
$d+
n&1
n
d$&W, (1.9)
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where W is the Weitzenbo ck operator 2&{*{. Since W is just Ric} on
one-forms, this is one-fourth the operator in (1.6). The Dirac operator also
gets renormalized when realized as a gradient. If {3 =#i {i is the usual
Clifford algebra realization, then {3 2=nG*G for the Dirac gradient G con-
structed above. (See [Br5, Remark 5.5] and Example 5.8 below for details.)
More generally, a given V(*) has an infinite number of realizations as a
tensor or tensorspinor bundle, and this will give rise to normalization
ambiguities even if a normalization has been chosen for each tensor bundle.
This problem is solved, given a tensorspinor realization V for V(*), by
requiring all target bundles to be realized in T*MV, and adopting the
convention (1.8).
We shall proceed as follows. In Section 2, we reduce Question 1.2 and
Theorem 1.4 to the case of the sphere S n, and reduce this question in turn
to an alternative involving the spectrum of DA on the sphere. In Section 3,
we compute the spectrum of each G**_u G*_u on S
n, up to a normalizing con-
stant c*_u , and complete the proof of Theorem 1.4. This computation brings
in the conformal group SO0(n+1, 1) of Sn is an essential way, and in the
course of the computation, we need a strong irreducibility result for the
spherical principal series of this group; this irreducibility result is relegated
to an Appendix (Section 6). In Section 5, we compute the normalizing con-
stants c*_u . This brings in still more conformal geometry. This result is
potentially useful because it makes possible an answer to Question 1.5: In
tandem with the results of Section 4, it gives us the spectra on S n of the
Nu=1 buGu*Gu . This in turn is expected to be useful in the classification of
differential operators exhibiting the strong Huygens phenomenon on
R_S n (see [Br2, esp. Theorems 3.5 and 3.20]). In addition, we expect
applications to the task of determining whether naturally occurring
pseudo-differential operators, such as KnappStein intertwinors for integral
values of their continuous parameters, are actually differential operators.
The reasoning here is as follows: given a joint spectral resolution of a
generating set A for some algebra of differential operators and for some
pseudo-differential operator P, one just need to determine whether the
spectrum of P is polynomial in the spectra of the elements of A.
Our results also determine the full set of what might be called ‘‘optimal
BochnerWeitzenbo ck’’ formulas on each V(*). By this we mean the
following. If, for some b1 , ..., bN , the leading symbol of Nu=1 buGu*Gu
vanishes, we may write
:
bu0
bu Gu*Gu= :
bu<0
(&bu) Gu*Gu+(curvature action). (1.10)
Since the Gu*Gu are nonnegative operators, such identities can be used to
relate positivity or negativity conditions on an appropriate curvature
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operator to vanishing theorems and eigenvalue estimates for the Gu*Gu .
In previously well-understood cases (forms and spinors), naively con-
structed BochnerWeitzenbo ck estimates may generally be improved by an
application of the Schwarz inequality. For formulas of the type (1.10), this
improvement has already been accomplished, enforced by the orthogonality
of the targets of the various Gu within T*MV(*). We determine the full
space of coefficient vectors (b1 , ..., bN) for which _2(Nu=1 buGu*Gu)=0,
and in particular, the dimension [N2] of this space.
Our main results are Theorem 1.4; Theorem 4.1, giving the spectral
resolution of each Gu*Gu on Sn up to one undetermined constant;
Theorem 4.10, a version of Theorem 1.4 which identifies the sets Bj (that is,
the minimal elliptic SteinWeiss operators); Theorem 5.2, identifying the
undetermined constants from Theorem 4.1; Theorem 5.10, determining all
optimal BochnerWeitzenbo ck formulas on all V(*); and Theorem 6.1,
asserting a very strong irreducibility property of principal series representa-
tions of Spin0(n+1, 1). The irreducibility result figures in this paper as a
necessary device for obtaining Theorem 4.1, on which our other main
results depend; but it may be useful in other contexts. (See [BO O3 , Sec. 4],
and [Sa], which inspired our approach to Theorem 6.1.)
It seems to be in the nature of the material that quite a bit of notation
must be introduced along the way, and recalled sporadically later in the
paper. For the reader’s convenience, we have compiled, as Sect. 7, an index
of notational conventions, with directions to the equation or paragraph
number where each first occurs.
The author would like to thank Peter Gilkey, Bent O3 rsted, Antoni
Pierzchalski, Siddhartha Sahi, Vladimir Souc$ ek, and Tuong Ton-That for
enlightening discussions; the Mittag-Leffler Institute and the Danish
Research Council for financial support; and the MittagLeffler Institute
and Odense University for their hospitality during the preparation of this
paper.
2. REDUCTION TO THE CASE OF THE SPHERE
Theorem 2.1. The operator DA of Question 1.2 is elliptic on some
n-dimensional oriented Reimannian (or Riemannian spin) manifold if and
only if it is elliptic on all such manifolds.
Proof. As noted in the discussion around (1.7), the ellipticity question
is the question of the injectivity, for !{0, of
_1(Gu1 , ..., Gu>A)(!)=(_1(Gu1)(!), ..., _1(Gu>A)(!)),
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where A=[u1 , ..., u>A]. But _1(Gu)(!)=- &1 ‘u(!), where ‘u is the com-
position
‘u(!)=‘*_u(!) : V(*) w
!
({, Rn) (*, V ) ww
Proj_u (_u , Vu),
(Compare (1.2).) This is the bundle map induced from the so(n)-module
map
Zu(!)=(*, V ) w
!
({, Rn) (*, V ) ww
Proj_u (_u , Vu), (2.1)
where V(_u) is associated to (_u , Vu). The bundle map (_1(Gu1)(!), ...,
_1(Gu>A)(!)) is injective if and only if the linear transformation
(Zu1(!), ..., Zu>A(!)) is. But now ellipticity is reduced to a question about
representations of so(n), without reference to any particular manifold. K
The following theorem will assure that we can decide the ellipticity
question on the sphere by observing the spectrum of each Gu*Gu there. It
is, in a sense, a provisional form of Theorem 4.5 below.
Theorem 2.2. For an operator of the form DA on S n, we have the follow-
ing alternative: Either
a. DA is elliptic, _2(DA)(x, !) is positive definite for all (x, !) # T*S n
with !{0, and there exist positive constants C, = such that
((DA+C) ., .)L2=({* {., .)L2 , all . # C(S n, V(*)); (2.2)
or
b. DA is not elliptic, and for any choice of C, =, the estimate (2.2) fails
for some . # C(Sn, V(*)). In addition, we have an estimate
(., DA.)L2K(., (1+{* {)12 .)L2 , all . # X (2.3)
for some positive constant K and some infinite dimensional subspace X of
C(Sn, V(*)).
Proof. If DA is elliptic, it has invertible and positive semidefinite
leading symbol, thus positive definite leading symbol. Thus for some C,
((DA+C ) ., .)L2 gives an L21 Sobolev norm-squared. The estimate (2.2)
follows, since ({* {., .)L2=({., {.)L2 is bounded by a constant times
any L21 norm-squared.
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Suppose, on the other hand, that DA is not elliptic. On R
n with its
standard metric, denote the realization of DA by DA , to distinguish it from
the realization on Sn. For a Schwartz class section . of V(*),
DA.=F&1 \ :u # A ‘u(!)* ‘u(!)+ F.=F
&1_2(DA)(!) F.,
where F is the Fourier transform. That is, DA is a constant coefficient
operator in the standard trivializations on Rn, and so its Fourier transform
‘‘is’’ its symbol. Since the connection is flat, the leading and (coordinate
dependent) total symbols are the same. By SO(n) or Spin(n) invariance,
the null space in V of _2(DA)(!)=u # A Zu*(!) Zu(!) (in the notation of
(2.1)) varies smoothly with !{0, and has a uniform positive dimension.
Thus we can construct an infinite dimensional space of smooth sections
F(!), compactly supported away from origin, which are annihilated by
_2(DA)(!). The F&1F form an infinite dimensional subspace of the
Schwartz class sections which is annihilated by DA . Being Schwartz class,
these F&1F can be pulled back to S n under the stereographic projection
S : Sn  Rn, which introduces at worst inverse polynomial factors at
infinity in Rn. Since S is conformal, all the bundles in question, including
bundles involving spin structure, have natural pullbacks [O3 ]. This
produces an infinite dimensional subspace X of C(Sn, V(*)).
On Sn, it is not the case that DA annihilates X. However, Fegan [Fe]
showed that each gradient is conformally covariant, in the sense that there
are half-integers pu , qu # 12 Z with
Gu=0&( pu+1)Gu mult(0 pu), Gu*=0&(qu+1)Gu* mult(0qu), (2.4)
where ‘‘mult’’ means ‘‘multiplication by,’’ whenever we have two conformal
metrics related by g=02g

, 0 a positive smooth function. We shall need the
precise values of pu , qu later; see Remark 3.2 below. For now, we only need
the qualitative result. Equations (2.4) show that
DA=0&2DA+Q,
where Q is a first order differential operator. (Here we treat Rn as an open
submanifold of Sn, and the pullback as an identification. Note that if f is
a smooth function, [Gu , mult( f )]=‘u(df ) and [Gu*, mult( f )] have order
0.) In particular, DA |X=Q |X .
Since (1+{* {)12 is a positive, elliptic, first order pseudo-differential
operator and Q is first order, there is a constant K such that
(, Q)L2K(, (1+{*{)12 )L2 , all  # C (Sn, V(*)).
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(That is, (, (1+{* {)12 )L2 defines an L212 Sobolev norm.) Thus
(., DA.)L2K(., (1+{* {)12 .)L2 , all . # X;
this is (2.3).
If an estimate of the form (2.2) holds simultaneously, we have bounded
the L21 norm by the L
2
12 norm on an infinite dimensional space:
K(., (1+{* {)12 .)L2+(C+=)(., .)L2=((1+{* {) ., .)L2 ,
all . # X. (2.5)
Since the embedding L21 / L
2
12 is compact, any vector space on which the
estimate (2.5) holds must be locally compact, hence finite dimensional.
Thus no estimate of the form (2.2) is possible. K
3. SPECTRUM GENERATING ON THE SPHERE
An operator (differential or otherwise) with a conformal property of the
form (2.4) is called a conformal covariant. When realized on the sphere Sn,
such operators are automatically intertwining for principal series represen-
tations of the conformal group SO0(n+1, 1), or its cover Spin0(n+1, 1);
see, e.g., [Br5, (3.1)] for details. In [BO O3 ], a general method is presented
for computing spectra of such operators in a very general setting, provided
they begin and end in the same bundle. In the current situation, this means
that we can compute the spectra of conformal covariants that carry V(*)
to itself. As it stands, this is not applicable to the computation of the Gu*Gu
spectra, since Gu*Gu is not generally conformally covariant (this would
require qu=pu+1 in (2.4)), and Gu and Gu* generally pass between dif-
ferent bundles.
The way to compute is as follows: we can place Gu and Gu* in a com-
mutative diagram of intertwinors:
V(_u) ww
I2 V(_u)
Gu
Gu* (3.1)
V(*) ww
I1 V(*)
It will turn out that the spectra of I1 and I2 are computable, and that
Gu*Gu and I1 are simultaneously diagonalizable, as are GuGu* and I2 . Thus
spec(Gu*Gu) is a ‘‘quotient’’ of spec(I1) by spec(I2).
To go on, we need a parametrization of the bundles and of the principal
series representations; see [IT, St, Fo, Br3, BO O3 , Br5] for more details.
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Irreducible representations of Spin(n), and thus irreducible associated
Spin(n)-bundles are parametrized by dominant weights (*1 , ..., *l) # Zl _
( 12+Z)
l, l=[n2], satisfying the inequality constraint
*1 } } } *l0, n odd,
(3.2)
*1 } } } *l&1|*l |, n even.
The dominant weight * is the highest weight of the corresponding represen-
tation. The representations which factor through SO(n) are exactly those
with * # Zl. We shall sometimes abuse notation by using the same letter
(e.g. *) both for an irreducible representation, and for its highest weight
(*1 , ..., *l). When writing dominant weights, we shall sometimes omit ter-
minal strings of zeros as in [St], and denote, for example, a string of k
ones as 1k .
Example 3.1. The differential form bundles 4kM$SO(n) 4n&kM are
V(1k) for 0k<n2, and the middle-form bundle 4n2M for even n is
V(1n2)V(1(n&2)2 , &1); the summands are the \1 or \- &1 eigen-
bundles of the Hodge C operator. The spinor bundle 7M is V(( 12)(n&1)2)
if n is odd, and V( 12)n2)V((
1
2)(n&2)2 , &
1
2) if n is even; here the summands
are the positive and negative spinors 7+M, 7&M. The twistor bundle is
T=V( 32 , (
1
2)(n&3)2) if n is odd, and T=T+T&=V(
3
2 , (
1
2)(n&2)2)
V( 32 , (
1
2)(n&4)2 , &
1
2) if n is even. The trace free symmetric p-tensor bundle
TFS pM is just V( p).
Since Spin(n) is simply connected, its modules coincide with those of its
Lie algebra so(n). For this reason we shall sometimes just speak of so(n)-
modules in the following.
With this parameterization in place, it is easy to describe the decomposi-
tion of {* into irreducible so(n)-modules, where { is the defining
representation, and * is an arbitrary irreducible representation [Fe,
Theorem 3.4]:
*$so(n) _1 } } } _N* ,
where the _u are distinct (_u$so(n) _j O i= j), and a given _ appears if and
only if _ is a dominant weight and
_=*\ea , some a # [1, ..., l ],
(3.3)
or n is odd, *l{0, _=*.
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Here ea is the ath standard basis vector in Rl. As a result, there is a
gradient carrying V(*) to V(_) if and only if (3.3) is satisfied. We shall use
the notation
* W _,
and the term selection rule for (3.3); the notation is justified because the
relation is symmetric. In fact, one can see a priori that the relation must be
symmetric: the defining representation of so(n) is real, and thus self-
contragredient. The familiar gradients cited in Section 1 correspond to the
following instances of the selection rule:
n odd n even Operator
(1k)  (1k+1), kl&1 (1k)  (1k+1), kl&2 d
(1l)  (1l) (1l&1)  (1l&1 , \1) d, d\
(1k)  (1k&1), 1kl (1k)  (1k&1), 1kl&1 $
(1l)  (1l) (1l&1 , \1)  (1l&1) $, $\
(( 12) l)  ((
1
2) l) ((
1
2) l&1 , \
1
2)  ((
1
2) l&1 , 12) {3 , {3 \
(( 12) l)  (
3
2 , (
1
2) l&1) ((
1
2) l&1 , \
1
2)  (
3
2 , (
1
2) l&2 , \
1
2) T, T\
( 32 , (
1
2) l&1)  (
3
2 , (
1
2) l&1) (
3
2 , (
1
2) l&2 , \
1
2)  (
3
2 , (
1
2)l&2 , 
1
2) R, R\
(1)  (2) (1)  (2) S
(3.4)
To get d\ above, we project to middle-forms of a given duality after
applying d; for $\ , we restrict to a given duality before applying $. In odd
dimensions, (1l)  (1l) is realized both as d : 4(n&1)2  4 (n+1)2 and as
$ : 4(n+1)2  4(n&1)2.
We remarked in Section 1 that n gradients emanate from a generic V(*).
In fact, (3.3) is derived from a principle allowing computation of the
highest weights of the _u from the highest weight of *, together with all the
weights w of {, and there are n of these. A generic * is thus one for which
no two *+w coincide. Since the w consist of the \ea , together with 0
when n is odd, * is generic in this sense if and only if it is strongly dominant:
the  in (3.2) are actually >. The differential form, spinor, and trace-free
symmetric bundles that are usually studied are highly non-generic, in that
their highest weights are quite ‘‘flat,’’ so that no more than three gradients
are produced, independent of n.
The same SO(n) or Spin(n) bundle, when realized in different ways (as
a subbundle of tensor-spinor bundles of different degrees), may have dif-
ferent (internal) conformal weights. An easy way to measure the conformal
weight is as follows: if g and g =02g are conformally related metrics, 0 a
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positive smooth function, and gV is the induced bundle metric on V, then
V has conformal weight r # C iff
gV=0
&2rgV .
For example, the tangent (resp. cotangent) bundle TM (resp. T*M ) is a
copy of V(1) with conformal weight &1 (resp. 1). Let us denote the copy
of V(*) with conformal weight r by Vr(*). Paying attention to the con-
formal weight really means enlarging the structure group to R+_H,
where H=SO(n) or Spin(n). A copy of Vr(*) can be constructed, for each
complex r, by taking any given Vr0(*) and tensoring with the density
bundle I(r&r0)n.
Remark 3.2. We can now be more specific about the Fegan result cited
in (2.4). The exponents pu and qu there will depend heavily on the confor-
mal weights assigned to V(*) and V(_u). If we assign the weight 0 to both,
so that we are looking at an operator from V0(*) to V0(_u), we have
pu= 12 (n&1+(*+_u+2\so(n) , *&_u) ), (3.5)
where
2\so(n)=(n&2, n&4, ..., n&2l ).
Here the inner product is the standard one in Rl, and 2\so(n)=: 2\ is the
sum of the positive so(n) roots. Since Gu* is also a gradient, (3.5) implies
the formula
qu= 12(n&1&(*+_u+2\, *&_u) )=n&1&pu .
If we would like to change the conformal weight and view Gu as an
operator from Vr(*)  Vr(_u), we need to change pu to pu&r. In another
direction, we may view Gu as a conformally invariant (as opposed to
covariant) operator from V pu(*) to V pu+1(*).
The parameters (r; *) for the associated R+_Spin(n)-bundles also give the
parameterization of the principal series representations of Spin0(n+1, 1).
Indeed,
Spin0(n+1, 1)$Rn+1 < (Spin(n)_R+) _ Rn+1
is the N MAN decomposition of G=Spin0(n+1, 1) in Lie theoretic nota-
tion. The principal series representations are induced from MAN to G as
IndGMAN*&r1,
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where &r is the representation a [ ar+n2. The additive constant n2 here is
the ‘‘rho-shift’’ associated to the (g, a) root system. See [BO O3 , Sec. 3.a] for
full details and normalizations.
The principal series are most conveniently viewed and studied as (g, K )-
modules, rather than G-modules, where K$Spin(n+1) is a maximal com-
pact subgroup of G. In elementary terms, the (g, K ) representations live in
spaces of K-finite sections of bundles over Sn$GMAN, in which view-
point the internal action of the structure group MA is apparent. If we
forget the g information, the K representations may be studied by restrict-
ing the above information, or alternatively, thought of as living in bundles
over Sn=KM, as IndKM *; here we forget the R+ factor in the structure
group. The bundles involved are Vr(*) in the first picture, and V(*) in the
second. The action of K is independent of the parameter r, so we may
denote the principal series representation with parameter (r; *) by (6*r , ?
*).
The action of g can be described in elementary differential geometric
terms. First, elements of g descend to conformal vector fields X on Sn; that
is, vector fields X for which
LX g=2|X g, |X # C(S n), (3.6)
where g is the standard metric and LX is the Lie derivative. To describe the
6*r , it is convenient to have the reduced Lie derivative L , defined as
follows. The effect of LX on sections of V
r(*), for proper (non-isometric)
conformal vector fields depends on r. However, one has k-invariant iden-
tifications of Vr(*) and Vs(*) for any r, s. To apply L X to a section . of
Vr(*), we take the corresponding section .0 of V0(*) and then apply LX .
The principal series representations of g can now be expressed as
6*r (X )=L X+\n2+r+ |X .
(See [Kosm] for a discussion of the action of the Lie derivative when
tensor-spinor bundles and conformal weights are involved.)
An important aspect of any (g, K )-module is, of course, its restriction to
K. This is completely reducible, and (in the finite multiplicity case)
represents the module as an isomorphic copy of

: # K
m: :, (3.7)
for some natural numbers m: . (We are entitled to say  since we deal with
K-finite sections.) In our case, the m: can only be 0 or 1, by the classical
branching rule for the so(m) series [Bo, IT]. Since K=Spin(n+1), we
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already have a parameterization of K , namely (3.2), with n changed to
n+1, and consequently l changed to
L=[(n+1)2].
By Frobenius reciprocity,
HomK (?*, :)=HomK (IndKM *, :)$HomM (*, : |M).
The classical branching rule for this choice of K and M says that
dim HomM (*, : | M)=0 or 1, with dim HomM (*, : |M)=1 if and only if
:1&*1 # Z
and
{:1*1:2 } } } *l|:l+1 |,:1*1:2 } } } *l&1:l|*l |,
n odd,
n even.
(3.8)
We use : a * or * A : as an abbreviation for (3.8), and denote the space of
K-finite V(*) sections by S(*); thus
S(*)$K 
: a *
: # K
V(:; *), (3.9)
where V(:; *)$K :. (3.8) may be interpreted pictorially as saying that the
K-decomposition of IndKM * forms a rectangular box in K , infinite only in
the positive :1 direction.
The other component of the (g, K )-module structure is the g action. If
g=k+s is the Cartan decomposition, the action of k respects the decom-
position (3.7), by (g, K ) compatibility. Thus the transition maps moving us
between different K-types : have to come from the action of the Cartan
complement s. Since the transition sS(*)  S(*) is a K-map, 6*r (Y ) .
must land in an isomorphic copy of s: whenever Y # s and . # V(:; *).
But since s is isomorphic to the defining representation of so(n+1), we
already have a list of the possible ‘‘target’’ K-types ;: just change n to n+1,
* to :, _ to ;, and l to L in the selection rule (3.3). We shall again use the
notation W for the selection rule. In these terms, the argument just given
says that
6*r (s) V(:; *)/ 
: W ; a *
V(;; *). (3.10)
We shall need some of the ‘‘spectrum generating’’ machinery of [BO O3 ].
In the case at hand, let xi be a set of homogeneous coordinates on Sn; i.e.,
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coordinate functions for the ambient Rn+1. dxi can be pulled back under
the inclusion to Sn, and the result can be identified via the S n metric with
a vector field &Xi . The Xi are a basis of the proper (non-isometric) confor-
mal vector fields, and correspond to s. The conformal factor |Xi from (3.6)
is just xi . If Y # s and Y is the associated proper conformal vector field, we
shall write |(Y ) for |Y . Note by similar considerations to those leading to
(3.10), or by (3.10) itself applied to
(r&s) mult(|)=6*r &6
*
s , (3.11)
we get
|(s) V(:; *)/ 
: W ; a *
V(;; *). (3.12)
A key relation is
Theorem 3.3 [Br4, BO O3 , Br5]. If ({* {)* is the Bochner Laplacian on
V(*), then
[({* {)* , mult(|(Y ))]=26*0(Y ), Y # s. (3.13)
Since the decomposition (3.9) has multiplicity one and ({* {)* is a
K-operator, Schur’s Lemma implies that the restriction of ({* {)* to the :
summand in (3.9) is a scalar }(:); in fact [Br3]
}(:)=(:+2\so(n+1) , :)&(*+2\so(n) , *), (3.14)
where the \so(m) are given in Remark 3.2. }(:) depends on *, but in a way
which is harmless from the present point of view: the differences }(;)&}(:)
are independent of *; thus we suppress * in the }( } ) notation.
Compressing (3.13) to act as an operator from : to ;, we get
(}(;)&}(:)) ProjV(;; *) |(Y ) | V(:; *)=2 ProjV(;; *) 6
*
0(Y ) | V(:; *) , Y # s.
By (3.11), this gives
ProjV(;; *) 6
*
r(Y ) | V(:; *)=
1
2 (}(;)&}(:)+2r) ProjV(;; *) |(Y ) | V(:; *) ,
Y # s. (3.15)
The principle embodied in (3.15), in the more general setting of [BO O3 ],
is called reduction to the cocycle there.
A recurring issue in the K-type analysis of intertwining operators and
composition series is that of whether a given K-type ; can be reached from
another given K-type : in one step using s. In our context, ‘‘using s’’ could
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mean ‘‘using 6*r(s)’’ or ‘‘using |(s).’’ A necessary condition is of course
: W ; a *, by (3.10) and (3.12). In the appendix (Theorem 6.1) we show
that a sufficient condition in the case of |(s), is
: W ; a *, ;{:.
This result is rather technical, se we have removed it from the main flow
of the discussion. Putting (3.15) together with Theorem 6.1, we get:
Corollary 3.4. If : W ; a *, ;{:, then
ProjV(;; *) 6
*
r (s) V(:; *)={V(;; *)0
if r{ 12 (}(:)&}(;)),
if r= 12 (}(:)&}(;)).
An intertwining operator, or intertwinor, from (6_s , ?
_) to (6*r , ?
*) is a
linear transformation T : S(_)  S(*) satisfying
?*(k) T=T?_(k), all k # K, (3.16)
6*r (X ) T=T6
_
s (X ), all X # g . (3.17)
By (g, K ) compatibility, we could just as well have said ‘‘X # s’’ in (3.17),
since (3.16) implies (3.17) for X # k. Fegan’s result on gradients gives an
infinite number of first order differential intertwinors, in which _ and * are
‘‘usually’’ distinct. If _=* however, T is a K-endomorphism of S(*). By
multiplicity 1 and Schur’s Lemma, any K-operator T on S(*) must act as
a scalar +(:, T ) on each V(:; *). By (3.17) and (3.15), a sufficient condi-
tion that a K-operator be an intertwinor is
(}(;)&}(:)+2s) +(;, T )=(}(;)&}(:)+2r) +(:, T ) (3.18)
whenever ; W : a *. By (3.17), a necessary condition for an intertwinor is
that (3.18) hold whenever ; W : a * and ProjV(;; *) |(s) V(:; *){0. By
Theorem 6.1, a possibly weaker necessary condition is that (3.18) hold
whenever ; W : a * and ;{:.
By reversing the roles of ; and : above, it is easy to see that one will get
consistency problems unless s=&r. When s=&r, however, we can
‘‘usually’’ move from K-type to K-type under the selection rule, inductively
computing eigenvalues +(:, 2r)=+(:, T ). In fact, noting the dependence of
the computation on r, what one gets is collection of rational functions
+(:, 2r) in the complex parameter r (one for each :), for which
(}(;)&}(:)&2r) +(;, 2r)=(}(;)&}(:)+2r) +(:, 2r) (3.19)
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is satisfied in the field C(r). Multiplication of the array (+(:, 2r)): a * by a
:-independent rational function v(r) does not alter the validity of (3.19),
and in fact provides a device for resolving poles, and computing the com-
position series of the various (6*r , ?
*). Our purposes here, however, are
somewhat different.
First, we need to exclude, for the time being, an exceptional case:
n even, *n2{0. (3.20)
The idea here is to avoid the situation where : W :, and ProjV(:; *) |(s)
V(:; *){0; this will clearly cause inconsistency in (3.19) unless r=0.
Actually, : W : is possible exactly when n is even and *(n&2)2{0; this
happens strictly more often than (3.20). However, by enlarging the group
slightly to introduce an additional parity operator, one can show that
ProjV(:; *) |(s) V(:; *)=0 when *(n&2)2{0=*n2 [BO O3 , Remark 3.2].
From the point of view of the KnappStein construction of intertwinors
[KS], (3.20) has the following interpretation: there is an intertwinor from
(6_s , ?
_) to (6*r , ?
*) whenever (r, *) can be reached from (s, _) using the
action of the (g, a) Weyl group on a*C_M . The Weyl group is able to
reflect r without disturbing * exactly if we are not in case (3.20). Avoiding
case (3.20) for the time being, the intertwinor eigenvalue array generated
by (3.19) is, up to a normalizing factor from the field C(r) of rational
functions,
+0(:, 2r)= ‘
[(n+1)2]
a=1
1 \n2+1&a+:a+r+ 1 \
n
2
+1&a+:0a&r+
1 \n2+1&a+:a&r+ 1 \
n
2
+1&a+:0a+r+
; (3.21)
where :0 is any fixed weight, with :01&*1 # Z. In fact, :
0 need not be domi-
nant, and we need not have :0 a *, though these conditions are sometimes
useful for normalization purposes. As a result, (3.21) may be viewed as a
C(r) valued functional on the set of dominant so(n+1) weights. Partly
because of this, we suppress the dependence on * in the +(:, 2r) notation.
Given r0 # C, then there is a unique integer m=m(r0) such that
[(r&r0)m +0(:, 2r)]r=r0 (3.22)
exists for all : (i.e. (r&r0)m +0(:, 2r) is regular at r=r0 for each : a *), and
such that (3.22) is nonzero at some : a *. For this m, we denote (3.22) by
+*(:, 2r0); this array satisfies (3.19), and this is the spectrum of an inter-
twining operator.
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On the other hand, we have a uniqueness result:
Lemma 3.5. Up to multiplication by a nonzero constant, +*(:, 2r0) with
m=m(r0) is the unique not-identically-zero array (+(:, 2r0)) of complex
numbers defining an intertwining operator from (6*&r0 , ?
*) to (6*r0 , ?
*).
Proof. Suppose first that we are not in case (3.20). Since +*(:, 2r0) is an
array of the type described in the theorem, we just need to show unique-
ness. First, in case
2r0  [}(;)&}(:) : ; W : a *]=: B*
(in particular, if 2r0+n+2*1+1 is not an even integer), we may rewrite
(3.19) as
+(;, 2r0)=
}(;)&}(:)+2r0
}(;)&}(:)&2r0
+(:, 2r0);
all factors on the right exist and are nonzero by (3.14) and the selection
rule. In this case, uniqueness of the intertwinor up to a constant nonzero
multiple is enforced. (The word ‘‘nonzero’’ is justified here because we have
required our intertwinors to be nonzero on some V(:; *).) If 2r0 # B(*),
(3.19), (3.8), (3.15) and Theorem 6.1 show that the full composition series
of (6*&r0 , ?
*) (or of 6*r0 , ?
*) takes one of the following forms:
1. There is exactly one nontrivial invariant subspace C;
2. There are 3 different nontrivial invariant subspaces, of the form A,
B, A & B.
In either case, (3.19) forces +(:, 2r0) to vanish on the nontrivial invariant
subspaces of (6*&r0 , ?
*). The K-types of the quotient space S(*)C or
S(*)(A+B), which carries (6*&r0 , ?
*), form a rectangular box, in which
the earlier (2r0  B* case) argument for uniqueness of the array (+(:, 2r0))
is valid.
In case (3.20), there is an intertwinor T *2r : (6
*
&r , ?
*)  (6*r , ?
* ) for each
r # C, where
* =(*1 , ..., * (n&2)2 , &*n2), n even. (3.23)
An argument entirely similar to that above shows that (3.21) gives the
spectrum of some normalization of T *0T
*
2r , and Theorem 6.1 again enforces
uniqueness. K
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4. SPECTRA OF STEINWEISS OPERATORS ON THE SPHERE
Let us collect some notation that will be needed throughout this section.
If * is an so(n)-weight, let
* =*+\so(n) , so that * a=*a+
n&2a
2
.
Similarly, if : is a so(n+1)-weight, let
:~ =:+\so(n+1) , so that :~ a=:a+
n+1&2a
2
.
For * a dominant so(n)-weight, it will be useful to rewrite the branching
rule (3.8) in the equivalent form
:~ 1&* 1 # 12+Z
and
{:~ 1>*
 1>:~ 2> } } } >* l>|:~ l+1 |,
:~ 1>* 1>:~ 2> } } } >* l&1>:~ l>|* l |,
n odd,
n even.
(4.1)
Let X(*) be the set of so(n+1)-types : occurring in the so(n+1)-finite
section space S(*); that is, : # X(*)  : a *.
In addition, recall the * notation from (3.23). We shall also need
|*| :=(*1 , ..., *l&1 , |*l | ) and |:| :=(:1 , ..., :L&1 , |:L | ).
Let
su=pu&
n&1
2
=
1
2
(*+_u+2\so(n) , *&_u)
=
1
2
(* +_~ u , * &:~ u) =
1
2
( |* | 2&|_~ u | 2). (4.2)
We can now offer a concrete version of (3.1). Let A*2r0 be the regularized
intertwinor defined by the array (+*(:, 2r0)). Then
A*&2su+1
(6_usu+(12) , ?
_u) www
A_u&2su&1 (6_u&su&(12) , ?
_u)
Gu Gu*
(4.3)
(6*su&(12) , ?
*) (6*&su+(12) , ?
*)
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is a commuting diagram of intertwinors. If : a *, : a :u , and j is any
K-isomorphism V(:; *)  V(:; _u), then Gu | V(:; *) must be a constant
times j; similar considerations hold for Gu*. As a result, the eigenvalue of
the K-operator Gu*Gu on V(:; *) is +*(:, &2su+1)+_u(:, &2su&1).
Using (3.21) and regularizing in the case of each type of composition series
(both in * and in _u), we get:
Theorem 4.1.
Gu*Gu | V(:; *)=c*_u \ ‘
L
a=1
(:~ 2a&s
2
u)+ IdV(:; *) , (4.4)
where c*_u is a nonzero constant. In particular, Gu*Gu annihilates V(:; *) if
and only if |su |=|:~ a | for some a # [1, ..., L].
Proof. The above discussion establishes the formula unless *, _u , or
both belong to the exceptional case (3.20). Suppose * belongs to this case.
Then there is a KnappStein intertwinor A*, *2r : (&r; *)  (r, * ) for each
r # C. In particular, A*, *0 is a K-operator inverted by A
* , *
0 , and so can be
used as a K-invariant identification of S(*) with S(* ). Similar considera-
tions hold for _u . The conclusion is that if we replace * with * and _u with
_ u in the right column of (4.3), the horizontal maps have spectra, given this
identification. (Note that * W _ iff * W _ , and that X(* )=X(*).) All the
arguments above now go through, and lead to the same formula for
spec(Gu*Gu). The statement about the null space follows immediately. K
We do not yet have any information on c*_u , other than that it is non-
zero (since the leading symbol of Gu*Gu , and thus Gu*Gu itself, must be
nonzero).
It is instructive at this point to compute a few easy examples.
Example 4.2. Let k(n&3)2, *=(1k), and _u=(1k+1). Here we are
computing the spectrum of $d on 4kS n. We have
S(*)= 
j # N
[V((1+ j, 1k); *)V((1+ j, 1k&1); *)], (4.5)
where N=[0, 1, 2, ...]. Thus, owing to the ‘‘flatness’’ of *, all but two of the
factors in the product (4.4) are ‘‘frozen’’: with only one possible value of :a ,
they can be absorbed into the constant c*_u to give a new constant, c~ *_u .
(See Section 5, where we compute all these normalizations.) Here
su=&12 (n&2k&1), so our spectrum is c~ *_u times the array
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1
16 } [(n+2j+1)
2&(n&2k&1)2]
_([(n&2k+1)2&(n&2k&1)2] | [(n&2k&1)2&(n&2k&1)2])
=(n+ j&k)( j+k+1)(n&2k | 0),
arranged in the pattern of (4.5). But (absorbing a factor of n&2k into the
normalization) this is just an unnormalized version of the well-known
result on the $d spectrum: (n+ j&k)( j+k+1) on coclosed k-forms, 0 on
closed k-forms.
Example 4.3. Let *=_u=(( 12)(n&1)2) for n odd; this is the calculation
on spec({3 * {3 )=spec({3 2). The K-spectrum is
S(*)= 
j # N
[V(( 12+ j, (
1
2)(n&1)2); *)V((
1
2+ j, (
1
2)(n&3)2 , &
1
2); *)];
thus all factors in (4.4) save the first are frozen. su=0, and the spectrum
is therefore the array of numbers
\ j+n2+
2
, (4.6)
up to a constant factor. If n even, the K-spectrum over either spinor bundle
7\ is

j # N
[V(( 12+ j, (
1
2)(n&2)2; 7\),
and we once again get the eigenvalues (4.6) for {3 \ {3  . See [Br3] for a
different derivation of these spectra.
Example 4.4. Let n=4, and let *=( p, q). The K-spectrum is
S(*)= 
0k p&|q|
j # N
V(( p+ j, |q|+k); *).
Let _u=( p+1), q); then su=&( p+32), and the spectrum is the array
([ p+32+ j )2&( p+ 32)
2][( |q|+ 12+k)
2&( p+ 32)
2]
=(2p+3+ j ) j( |q|+p+2+k)( |q|&p&1+k),
up to a constant factor.
Back in the general case, even without explicit knowledge of the nor-
malizing constants c*_u we can now decide the ellipticity or non-ellipticity
of the operators DA . First, we can ‘‘sharpen’’ Theorem 2.2.
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Theorem 4.5. For an operator of the form DA on S n, we have the follow-
ing alternative : Either
a. DA is elliptic, and 0 has finite multiplicity in spec(DA); or
b. DA is not elliptic, and 0 has infinite multiplicity in spec(DA).
Proof. Given * and u,
:~ 1* 1+ 12|su |,
with equality of all three terms if and only if
:~ 1=* 1+ 12 and _u=(*1+1, *2 , ..., *l).
Since Gu*Gu is a nonnegative operator,
#((:2 , ..., :L); *, _u) :=c*_u ‘
L
a=2
(:~ 2a&s
2
u)0
for all (:2 , ..., :L) which are admissible in the sense of the branching rule
(3.8). (Notice that the product starts at a=2 in this expression.) Further-
more, since Gu*Gu is not the zero operator (its leading symbol is nonzero),
the quantity #((:2 , ..., :L); *, _u) is positive for some admissible (:2 , ..., :L),
and in particular, c*_u{0.
Now consider DA=u # A G u*Gu . Note that by the branching rule, :1
runs through an infinite set, namely [*1 , *1+1, ...], and (:2 , ..., :L) runs
through a finite set. There are now two cases to consider:
1. There is an admissible (:02 , ..., :
0
L) for which #((:
0
2 , ..., :
0
L); *, _u)=0
for all u # A. In this case, 0 has infinite multiplicity in spec(DA):
DA \j # N V((*1+ j, :
0
2 , ..., :
0
L); *)+=0.
Having an infinite dimensional null space, DA is nonelliptic, and we are in
case b in the statement of the theorem.
2. For some u1 # A, #((:2 , ..., :L); *, _u1)>0 for all admissible
(:2 , ..., :L). In this case, the only hope of getting DAV(:; *)=0 is to have
:~ 1= |su1 |. By the above, this can only happen for :1=*1 , and thus at most
on a finite set of :. It only remains to prove the estimate (2.2) which
characterizes case a of Theorem 2.2. DA and {* { are simultaneously
diagonalized (by the K-type decomposition, since they are K-operators);
and if $(:), }(:) are their respective eigenvalues on V(:; *),
$(:)#((:2 , ..., :L); *, _u1)(:~
2
1&s
2
u1
),
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and
}(:)=:~ 21+K((:2 , ..., :L); *)
by (3.14), where K((:2 , ..., :L); *) is a constant depending on the
parameters indicated. The content of (2.2), given our diagonalization, is
$(:)+C
?
=}(:).
But this we have with
C=max[#((:2 , ..., :L); *, _u1)(s
2
u1
+K((:2 , ..., :L); *))],
==min[#((:2 , ..., :L); *, _u1)],
where the max and min run over all admissible (:2 , ..., :L). K
The ellipticity question for the DA is now reduced to a classification of
the zero eigenvalues of the various Gu*Gu . One obvious way to get a zero
eigenvalue is to have a K-type : in X(*) but missing from X(_u); by
Schur’s Lemma, this will assure that the K-operator Gu annihilates V(:; *).
Lemma 4.6. If
: # X(*)"X(_u), (4.7)
then Gu , and hence Gu*Gu , annihilates V(:; *). (4.7) happens if and only if
|_u |=|*|+ea , :a=|*a |, or (4.8)
_u=*&ea&1 , |:a |=*a&1. (4.9)
The proof is just branching rule bookkeeping.
The cases described in Lemma 4.6 are almost the only cases in which the
eigenvalue (4.4) vanishes.
Lemma 4.7. Gu*Gu annihilates V(:; *) if and only if (4.8) or (4.9) or
n is odd, a=L, :L=0, * is integral, _u=*, and *l{0. (4.10)
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, Gu*Gu annihilates V(:; *) if and only if
|su |=|:~ a | for some a. By the branching and selection rules, this and su=0
hold simultaneously if and only if (4.10) holds.
If su{0, there is a b with _u=*+=eb , = # [&1, 1]. Thus
su=&12=(2* b+=)=&=* b&
1
2.
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If |su |=|:~ a |, then
:~ a=$(=* b+ 12), $ # [&1, 1].
By (4.1), we must have a=b or a=b+1. The a=b now case leads easily
to the situation (4.8), and the a=b+1 case to (4.9). K
Remark 4.8. If we are not in the exceptional case (4.10), then the Hodge
decomposition
S(*)=N(Gu)R(Gu*)
is compatible with the decomposition into the so(n+1)-types V(:; *), and
in fact,
N(Gu)= 
: # X(*)"X(_u)
V(:; *), R(Gu*)= 
: # X(*) & X(_u)
V(:; *).
Corollary 4.9. Fix *. If N(Gu*Gu)=N(Gv*Gv), then u=v, or else
n is even, *l=0, and [(_u)l , (_v)l]=[1, &1]. (4.11)
If (4.11) holds, spec(Gu*Gu) is proportional to spec(Gv*Gv). Thus the various
Gu*Gu have distinct spectra, except for the case (4.11).
It is now possible to use Theorem 4.5 to determine which DA are elliptic.
The statement is easier to make if we introduce yet another subscript nota-
tion for gradients. Fix *, and let Ga, + (resp. Ga, &) be the gradient, if such
exists, for which |(_u)a |=|*a |+1 (resp. |(_u)a |=|*a |&1). Let G0 be the
gradient, if it exists, for which _u=* or _u=* . The Ga, \ and G0 notation
gives a list which is in one-to-one correspondence with [_u : _u W *],
except for the case corresponding to (4.11), in which the gradients corre-
sponding to two different _u are assigned the name Gl, + . In this case, the
two G*l, +Gl, + operators produced are proportional on S n, so have propor-
tional leading symbols by [P, Sec. 3]. (As we shall find out in the next sec-
tion, the proportionally constant is 1.) To distinguish the two operators in
this case, let Gl, + (resp. G l, +) be the gradient with target having (_u) l=1
(resp. (_v) l=&1). On arbitrary Riemannian manifolds, G*l, +Gl, + and
G *l, +G l, + may no longer be proportional operators, but their leading sym-
bols will still be proportional, by the proof of Theorem 2.1. As a result,
they are interchangeable with one another for the purposes of assembling
an elliptic collection of gradients.
Theorem 4.10. Fix *, and let (M, g) be any n-dimensional oriented
Riemannian manifold. If * is properly half-integral, assume M has spin struc-
ture. In precisely the following three cases, a single Gu*Gu is elliptic:
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a. The top gradient G*1, + G1, + .
b. G*l, &Gl, & for n even and |*l |1.
c. G0*G0 for * properly half-integral.
In precisely the following three cases, a sum of two operators of the form
Gu*Gu is elliptic, but neither term is itself elliptic:
d. G*a, & Ga, &+G*a+1, +Ga+1, + .
e. G*l&1, &Gl&1, &+G *l, + G l, + if n is even and *l=0.
f. G*l, &Gl, &+G0*G0 for n odd, * integral, and *l>0.
The Gu*Gu described in af give a list in which no G u*Gu appears twice,
except G*l&1, &Gl&1, & when n is even and *l&1{0=*l . The list is also
exhaustive, except for the case
g. G*l, &Gl, & for n odd and * properly half-integral.
An operator
DA= :
u # A
Gu*Gu
is elliptic if and only if it contains a summand of the form a, b, or c, or a pair
of summands of the form d, e, or f.
Remark 4.11. Theorem 4.10 is a quantitative form of Theorem 1.4,
and in particular implies that theorem. Theorem 4.10 is stated in terms
of the Gu*Gu themselves, rather than their labels u, so we need to take
care that the various Gu*Gu are distinct; this is handled in Corollary 4.9
and the subsequent remarks. The sets of cardinality 1 from Theorem 1.4
are described by cases ac, and those of cardinality 2 by df. Case II of
Theorem 1.4 corresponds to case (4.11) above; the elliptic sums involved are
G*l&1, &Gl&1, &+G*l, + Gl, + (included in d above) and G*l&1, &Gl&1, &+
G *l, +G l, + (described in e). Case III of Theorem 1.4 corresponds to case g
in Theorem 4.10. Note that case c occurs for even n precisely when *l=\12 ,
and for odd n whenever * is properly half-integral.
Proof of Theorem 4.10. By Theorem 2.1, all ellipticity questions can be
decided in the special case M=Sn. We first check when a single Gu*Gu is
nonelliptic. By Theorem 4.5, this happens if and only if N(Gu*Gu) is
infinite dimensional. This happens in turn if and only if for some :~ satis-
fying (4.1), |su |=|:~ a | for some a2. Since |:~ a | strictly decreases as a
increases, |su |=|:~ a | can hold for at most one value of a; let us call this
value a(u). The possibilities for this have been examined in the Lemmas 4.6
and 4.7; they are (4.10), (4.8) with a2, and (4.9). Thus to find out when
Gu*Gu is elliptic, we just have to find the _u which do not allow any of
these three situations. The obvious one is (4.8) with a=1; this corresponds
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to a. Aside from this case, it is clear that a Gu*Gu must have no null space
at all to be elliptic; by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, this happens in precisely cases
b and c.
Now the object is to take each remaining Gu*Gu , except for the one
described in g, and assign it a ‘‘partner,’’ say G*u$Gu$ , such that
Gu*Gu+G*u$Gu$ is elliptic. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.5, together with the
above, this means that we must make sure that the system
|su |=|:~ a(u) |, |su$ |=|:~ a(u$) | (4.12)
has no solution :~ satisfying (4.1). Provided neither _u nor _u$ belongs to
cases ac, both a(u) and a(u$) are at least 2, and the system (4.12) is
without solutions if and only if
a(u$)=a(u)2, |su$ |{|su |.
This leads us directly to cases df. Note that this assignment of partners
has the property that u"=u, except when n is even and *l&1{0=*l . In
this case, either G*l, + Gl, + or G *l, +G l, + can function as the partner of
G*l&1, &Gl&1, & , but only G*l&1, &Gl&1, & can function as the partner of
G*l, +Gl, + or G *l, +G l, + .
The conclusion is that af are the only elliptic singletons and doubletons.
But now an easy bookkeeping exercise shows that these cases are
exhaustive, except for g. The theorem follows. K
Examples 4.12. The exterior derivative d : 4kM  4k+1M and the
coderivative $ : 4kM  4k&1M, where 1k(n&3)2, are paired by case
d of the theorem, with a=k; the result is the ellipticity of the form
Laplacian $d+d$. If n is odd, the exterior derivative d : 4(n&1)2M 
4(n+1)2M falls under case f, where it is paired with $ : 4(n&1)2M 
4(n&3)2M to again produce the form Laplacian. If n is even, there are two
components to the exterior derivative from 4(n&2)2M, landing in 4n2\ M;
each of these is paired with $ : 4(n&2)2M  4(n&4)2M by cases d, e. All
other exterior derivative and coderivative situations are mirror images of
these under the Hodge C operator. The operator S : V(1)  V(2) is a top
gradient, so S*S belongs to case a and is elliptic; compare (1.9). Similarly,
the twistor operators T (n odd) and T\ (n even) are top gradients, and
thus elliptic (compare Example 5.8 below). The Dirac operator {3 in odd
dimensions, and the Dirac operators {3 \ in even dimensions are examples
of case c; similarly the RaritaSchwinger operators R, R\.
Remark 4.13. The list ac in Theorem 4.10 appears at first glance to
contradict recent results of [KPW] and [KO3 PWZ], which, for various
structure groups, take on the problem of determining which singleton
SteinWeiss operators Gu*Gu are elliptic. These papers find only case a,
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that of the top gradient. [KPW] is mostly concerned with GL(n)-
gradients, but contains a result on O(n) gradients. Here the question is
that of why case b does not occur in the list of [KPW]; case c is not an
issue since half-integrals spins are not treated in [KPW]. If *l>0, it is
*

:=** rather than * that carries an irreducible representation of
O(n): the element diag(1, ..., 1, &1) of O(n) interchanges * and * .
Theorem 4.10(b) shows that the composition
*

ww
Gl , & *&el ww
G*l , & *

(4.13)
is an elliptic O(n) operator if *l2 is integral. For example, in dimen-
sion 4, we get an elliptic operator (2, 2) (2, &2)  (2, 1) (2, &1) 
(2, 2) (2, &2). The precise statement on O(n) gradients proved in
[KPW] is phrased in terms of Young diagrams, and may be paraphrased
as follows: if G : V  W is an O(n) gradient and the Young diagram of the
representation to which W is associated results from adding a box to the
Young diagram so related to V, and if G*G is elliptic, then G is a top
gradient. (The top gradient from *

=** is, of course, the direct sum of
the top gradients from * and * .) More succinctly, [KPW] shows that with
structure group O(n), an elliptic ‘‘up-gradient’’ is a top gradient. The
operators in (4.13) correspond to ‘‘down-gradients,’’ which remove (rather
than add) a box from (to) the Young diagram. At first it seems counterin-
tuitive that a down-gradient could have injective leading symbol, since the
fiber dimension of a down-gradient target bundle is usually smaller than
that of the source bundle. In the case of interest here, however, things go
the other way: Weyl’s dimension formula shows that for *l0, the dimen-
sions of
*, *+el , *+2el , ..., *+(*l&1&*l) el
decrease. (The sequence is finite since we lose dominance if *l gets too
large.) In fact,
dim(++el)
dim +
= ‘
l&1
a=1
(* a+* l+1)(* a&* l&1)
(* a+* l)(* a&* l)
.
The result of [KO3 PWZ] misses cases b, c of Theorem 4.10 for a different
reason: [KO3 PWZ] classifies gradients G with source bundle V that are
elliptic in the very strong sense that
_1(!) v=0, v # (VC)x , (x, !) # T*C M O !v=0. (4.14)
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This is stronger than ellipticity in the usual (real) sense: (4.14) with T*M
in place of T*C M in (4.14). (Whether V is complexified or not makes no
difference.)
5. THE NORMALIZING CONSTANTS
In this section we determine the normalizing constants c*_u from
Theorem 4.1. To state the result, we need to formalize the notion of frozen
factor alluded to in Examples 4.2 and 4.3.
Definition 5.1. Given a dominant so(n)-weight *, let F* be the set of all
a in [1, ..., L] for which :~ 2a is allowed only one value under the branching rule
(3.8). :~ 2a&s
2
u is the frozen factor (4.4) corresponding to a # F* . Let
T*=[1, ..., L]"F* , and let t=t* be the cardinality of T* .
Note that frozen factors never vanish. Knowledge of c*_u is equivalent to
knowledge of
c~ *_u :=c*_u ‘
a # F*
(:~ 2a&s
2
u). (5.1)
spec(Gu*Gu) is given by
Gu*Gu | V(:; *)=c~ *_u \ ‘a # T* (:~
2
a&s
2
u)+ IdV(:; *) .
Theorem 5.2. c~ *_u=
(&1)t*+1
>1vN* , v{u (sv&su)
if N* is odd; (5.2)
(&1)t*+1
2 >N*&2u=1 (su+12)
if n is even, *l=0{*l&1 , _u=*\el ; (5.3)
(&1)t* (su+12)
>1vN* , v{u (sv&su)
otherwise. (5.4)
Proof. Note that N* is even in the case described by (5.3).
A set of equations relating the c~ *_u comes from combining (1.5), which
gives a formula for the Bochner Laplacian in terms of gradients on any
Riemannian (spin) manifold, and (3.14), which gives a formula for the
spectrum of the Bochner Laplacian on the sphere. The result is
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:
N*
u=1
c~ *_u ‘
a # T*
(:~ 2a&s
2
u)=|:~ |
2&|* | 2&|\so(n+1)|
2+|\so(n) |
2
=\&|* | 2&n(n&1)8 + :a # F* :~
2
a++ :a # T* :~
2
a
=: #*+ :
a # T*
:~ 2a . (5.5)
For each a # T* , :~ 2a takes on at least two values. Thus (5.5) holds as an
equality of polynomials in (:~ 21 , ..., :~
2
L), and may assert the equality of the
coefficients of
‘
a # T*
:~ 2r(a)a
in (5.5), for any map r : T*  N. For each K/T* , choosing r to be the
characteristic function of K yields the equation
0, 2kt* ,
:
N*
u=1
c~ *_u(&s
2
u)
t*&k={1, k=1, (5.6)#* , k=0,
where k is the cardinality of K. Note that this equation depends on K only
through k. Other choices of the map r just lead to the equation 0=0.
(5.6) may be viewed as a system of t*+1 linear equations on the c~ *_u .
This is generically about half the number of equations needed to determine
these constants. In fact, an easy counting argument shows that t* is related
to the number of gradients N* by
t*=[(N*+1)2]. (5.7)
To get more equations, one might try to take advantage of the relation
between spec(Gu*Gu) and spec(GuGu*), and proceed by induction on the
size of * to relate c*_u and c_u * . Unfortunately, this brings us into contact
with thorny normalization questions, regarding tensor-spinor realizations.
The relation between c~ *_u and c~ _u * is more complicated still, since * and _u
need not have exactly the same frozen factors.
What works very nicely is to use a part of the classification result for second-
order conformal covariants presented in [Br5]. By [Br5, Theorem 5.1],
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the following is a formula for a second order differential conformal
covariant on n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds:
D*={
G*l, +Gl, + , n even, *l=0{*l&1 ,
(5.8){
2(n&1)
& :
N*
u=1 \su+
1
2+
&1
G u*Gu otherwise.
Here { is the scalar curvature function. Note that the case n even,
*l=0{*l&1 is exactly the case in which some su+ 12 vanishes. The best
known example of a D* is that for which *=(0); in this case, we get the
operator
{
2(n&1)
+(n&2)&1 {* {=(n&2)&1 \2+ n&24(n&1) {+ ,
which is, up to normalization, the conformal Laplacian on ordinary scalar
functions. When written out in other special cases (the differential form and
trace free symmetric tensor cases were discovered first in [Br1, Wu ] respec-
tively), D* usually involves the Ricci tensor. This is ‘‘hidden’’ in the above
formulation, in the particular way in which the Gu*Gu are combined. For
example, in the 41 case (n{4), (1.6) and (1.9) show that a Ricci contribu-
tion appears when the S*S term is written in terms of $d and d$.
As noted in [Br5], on some bundles, D* is just a complicated way of
writing the zero operator, or an operator of order zero. When D* is an
order zero differential operator, it must be an action of the Weyl conformal
curvature tensor C, or, in dimension 4, the self andor anti-self-dual projec-
tions C\ of C. Thus on Sn, D* has order zero if and only if D*=0. The
analysis below will, as a side benefit, tell us exactly which * have D*=0
on S n.
When realized on Sn, D* is intertwining in the sense of Sec. 3, with r=1.
By uniqueness of the intertwinor (Lemma 3.5) and the spectral formula
(3.21), we get
D* | V(:; *)=;* \ ‘
L
a=1
(:~ 2a&
1
4)+ IdV(:; *)
=; * \ ‘a # T* (:~
2
a&
1
4)+ IdV(:; *) , (5.9)
where ;* and ; * are constants. The fact that D* might be zero is reflected
in the fact that ; * might be zero. Since frozen factors do not vanish,
;*=0  ; *=0.
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Assume for the moment that it is not the case that n is even and
*l=0{*l&1. Proceeding as with the argument that led to (5.6), we get
n
2
& :
N*
u=1
c~ *_u \su+12+
&1
‘
a # T*
(:~ 2a&s
2
u)=; * ‘
a # T*
\:~ 2a&14+ , (5.10)
since the scalar curvature of S n is n(n&1). If we let
du :=c~ *_u(su+
1
2)
&1,
then the list of equations analogous to (5.6) is
:
N*
u=1
du(&s2u)
t*&k={
&; * \&14+
t*&k
,
&; * \&14+
t*
+
n
2
,
1kt* ,
k=0.
(5.11)
Equation (5.6) itself, written in terms of the du , says that
0, 2kt* ,
:
N*
u=1
dusu(&s2u)
t*&k=&12 :
N*
u=1
du(&s2u)
t*&k+{1, k=1,#* , k=0
1
2
; * \&14+
t*&k
, 2kt* ,
={1+12 ; * \&14+ t*&1, k=1, (5.12)&n
4
+#*+
1
2
; * \&14+
t*
, k=0.
We can now combine the systems (5.11) and (5.12), which give the values
of  du sevenu and  dus
odd
u respectively:
:
N*
u=1
dus ju=&\&12+
j
; *+{
0, 0 j2t*&2,
(5.13)
(&1)t*&1, j=2t*&1,
(&1)t* }
n
2
, j=2t* ,
(&1)t* {&n4+#*= , j=2t*+1.
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A convient device for handling this systems is the introduction of a
‘‘dummy gradient target’’ _N*+1 , with sN*+1=&
1
2 and dN*+1=; * . Equa-
tion (5.13) then becomes
:
N*+1
u=1
dus ju={
0, 0 j2t*&2,
(5.14)
(&1)t*&1, j=2t*&1,
(&1)t* }
n
2
, j=2t* ,
(&1)t* {&n4+#*= , j=2t*+1.
The first N*+1 equations of this system form a linear system of Vander-
monde type: Let M(x1 , ..., xm) denote the m_m matrix with (i, j) entry
xi&1j , and recall that
det M(x1 , ..., xm)= ‘
1i< jm
(xj&xi). (5.15)
First consider the case where N* is odd. By (5.7), N*+1=2t* . The first
2t* of the 2t*+2 equations in (5.4) form the square system
M(s1 , ..., sN*+1)(d1 , ..., dN*+1)
T=(0, ..., 0, (&1)t*&1),
where the ‘‘T’’ denotes transpose. Furthermore, the su involved are distinct.
In fact, a short calculation shows that if su=sv for some u{v #
[1, ..., N*+1], we must be in the case n even, *l=0{*l&1; in particular,
N* must be even. Note that this statement is made for indices in
[1, ..., N*+1], not just [1, ..., N*]: the only way to get either su=sv for
1u<vN* , or su=&12 for 1uN* , is to have n even and
*l=0{*l&1. Thus by Cramer’s rule and (5.15),
du=(&1)t*+u+1
det M(s1 , ..., su@ , ..., sN*+1)
det M(s1 , ..., sN*+1)
=
(&1)t*
>1vN*+1, v{u (sv&su)
.
As a result,
; *=dN*+1=
(&1)t*
>Nu=1 (su+12)
, (5.16)
and
c~ *_u=\su+12+ du=
(&1)t*+1
>1vN* , v{u (sv&su)
, uN* .
This is (5.2).
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Now suppose N* is even, but assume for the time being that it is not
the case that n is even and *l=0{*l&1 . Here N*+1=2t*+1, so we
need the first 2t*+1 equations of (5.14) to form a square system. Since
det M(s1 , ..., sN*+1){0, the solution is unique. We claim we can find a
solution with dN*+1=0. The (d1 , ..., dN*)
T of such a solution would satisfy
the 2t*_2t* square system formed from the first 2t* equations of (5.14).
A calculation analogous to that above then forces
du=
(&1)t*
>1vN* , v{u (sv&su)
,
c~ *_u=
(&1)t* (su+12)
>1vN* , v{u (sv&su)
.
We have the solution we seek, and a proof of (5.4) in this case, if we can
verify the (2t*+1)st equation, namely
:
N*
u=1
dus2t*u =
?
(&1)t* }
n
2
.
For this, note the general identity
xmi = ‘
m
j=1
(xi&xj)+\ :
m
j=1
xj+ xm&1i + :
m&2
p=0
apx pi
=\ :
m
j=1
xj+ xm&1i + :
m&2
p=0
apx pi , (5.17)
where the ap depend on the list (x1 , ..., xm), but not on i. This and (5.14)
give
:
N*
u=1
dusN*u =\ :
N*
v=1
sv+ :
N*
u=1
dusN*&1u .
Thus by (5.14) again, we are reduced to showing that
:
N*
v=1
sv=
?
&
n
2
.
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But a case by case computation with the selection rule and the definition
of su yields
:
N*
v=1
sv={
&
n
2
,
&
n&1
2
,
N* even,
N* odd.
Finally, suppose n is even and *l=0{*l&1. Label the gradients so that
Gl, +=GN*&1 and G l, +=GN* . By [Br5, Theorem 5.1], the operator
{
2(n&1)
& :
N*&2
u=1 \su+
1
2+
&1
Gu*Gu
is conformally covariant on N(GN*&1)=N(GN*). Working on this space,
we get an extra frozen factor, namely that associated to the index a=L.
Let T$*=T*"[L] and F$*=F* _ [L], and let c~ $*_u , for uN $* :=N*&2,
be defined by (5.1) with F$* in place of F* . Then (5.5) holds with primes
inserted on N* , c~ *_u , T* , F* , and #* . Of these primed quantities, only #$* is
not yet defined; we use the altered (5.5) as its definition. We conclude (5.6)
with primed N* , c~ *_u , #* , and t=t* , where t$*=t*&1. We also conclude
(5.10) with all appropriate quantities primed; this serves as the definition
of ;$* . If d $u :=c~ $*_u(su+
1
2)
&1, the argument leading to (5.14) is valid, with
all quantities primed and dN $*+1=;$* .
Since t$*=N $*2, we need the first 2t$*+1 equations of the analogue of
(5.14). When written as a matrix equation, the last two entries of the
column vector on the right are potentially nonzero; this makes the application
of Cramer’s rule a little more involved than in the previous cases. By (5.17),
1 1 } } } 1
x1 x2 } } } xm
det \ b b . . . b +=\ :mi=1 xi+ det M(x1 , ..., xm).xm&21 xm&22 } } } xm&2mxm1 xm2 } } } xmm
Thus
d $u=
(&1)t$*+u+1 (n2+(&n2+12&su)) det M(s1 , ..., su@ , ..., sN$*+1)
det M(s1 , ..., sN$*+1)
=
(&1)t$* (12&su)
>1vN$*+1, v{u (sv&su)
.
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In particular,
; $*=
(&1)t*&1
>N*&2u=1 (su+12)
,
and for uN*&2,
d $u=
(&1)t* (12&su)
(su+12) >1vN*&2, v{u (sv&su)
.
Thus
c~ *_u=
c~ $*_u
14&s2u
=
d $u
12&su
=
(&1)t*
(su+12) >1vN*&2, v{u (sv&su)
,
uN*&2.
Since sN*&1=sN*=&
1
2 , this is
c~ *_u=
(&1)t* (su+12)
>1vN* , v{u (sv&su)
, uN*&2. (5.18)
Thus (5.4) is verified in its remaining cases.
We still need to prove (5.3) by determining c~ *_N&1 and c~ *_N . For this, first
note that (5.18) can be written
c~ *_u=
(&1)t*+1
>1vN*&1, v{u (sv&su)
, uN*&2.
Note also the general fact that the unique solution to
M(x1 , ..., xm)( y1 , ..., ym)T=(0, ..., 0, (&1)m&1)T,
for distinct xi , is
yi=\‘j{i (xj&xi)+
&1
.
This shows that
\(&1)t*+1 c~ *_1 , ..., (&1)t*+1 c~ *_N*&2 , \ ‘
N*&2
u=1
(su+ 12)+
&1
+
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is the unique solution to
M(s1 , ..., sN*&1)( y1 , ..., yN*&1)
T=(0, ..., 0, (&1)N*)T=(0, ..., 0, 1)T.
In particular, by the first line of (5.6),
c~ *_N*&1+c~ *_N*=
(&1)t*+1
>N*&2u=1 (su+12)
.
But by [Br5, pp. 5758], G*N*&1GN*&1 and G*N* GN* agree, for general
metrics, up to an action of the Weyl conformal curvature tensor C. Thus
they agree on Sn, where C=0, and c~ *_N*&1=c~ *_N* . This gives (5.3). K
The proof of Theorem 5.2 allows us to tie up a loose end from [Br5,
Sec. 5], where the dimension of the space D(*) of second order conformal
covariants on each V(*), modulo actions of the Weyl tensor, was deter-
mined. This dimension is 1 in the cases described by (5.2) and (5.3) above,
and 0 in the case described by (5.4). We were also able to show [Br5,
Theorem 5.19], in all cases except n odd and *l  [0, 12], that D* generates
D(*). We now have a different proof that D* generates D(*), and the new
argument covers the previously inaccessible case.
Corollary 5.3. On Sn, the operator D* given by (5.8) vanishes if N* is
even, and it is not the case that n is even and *l=0{*l&1. If N* is odd, D*
has order exactly 2.
In particular, when the dimension of the space of second order confor-
mal covariants, modulo Weyl tensor actions, is 1, we have _2(D*){0 on
any n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Thus D* generates D(*).
Proof of Corollary 5.3. We proved the first statement, about even N* ,
when we computed ; *=0 in this case. If N* is odd, (5.9) and (5.16) show
that there is a sequence of joint eigenfunctions for D* and {* {, say
D* .j=+j .j and {* {.j=}j.j , with
+j }jtconst, j  .
Thus D* cannot have order 1. K
When N* is odd, we can read off still more information about D* from
(5.9) and (5.16). First note that N* is odd exactly in the following cases:
A. n is even, *l&1=0;
B. n is odd, *l=0;
C. n is odd, *l1.
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It is convenient from the point of view of the following result to divide case
C into
C1. Case C with * integral;
C2 . Case C with * properly half-integral.
Corollary 5.4 If N* is odd, one of the following three things happens.
In cases A and B above,
=({* {., .)L2(Sn, V(*))(D* ., .)L2(Sn, V(*))
for some =>0. In case C1 above, the eigenvalues of D* on Sn are unbounded
in both the positive and negative directions. In case C2 above, D* is negative
semidefinite with infinite dimensional N(D*) on S n.
Remark 5.5. It has been pointed out to the author by Peter Gilkey that
one can use this to show that D* has positive definite leading symbol in
cases A, B. Similarly, one should be able to show that D* has indefinite
leading symbol in case C1 , and negative semidefinite leading symbol in
case C2. This requires a result along the lines of, but more general than,
Theorem 2.2. These results will appear separately.
Proof of Corollary 5.4. In view of (5.9), we need to know the signs of
; * and of the :~ 2a&
1
4 for a # T* . We claim first that
; *>0 in cases A, B, ; *<0 in case C. (5.19)
Indeed, the rule
Gu=Ga, + W a # T*
puts the set [u : su+ 12<0] in one-to-one correspondence with
T* in cases A, B, T*"[L] in case C.
(5.19) follows. Second, note that :~ 2a&
1
4 must be positive when a{L.
However L # F* in cases A, B, so there are no nonpositive factors :~ 2a&
1
4 for
a # T* in these cases. In case C, L # T* , and the following nonpositive fac-
tors are produced: :~ 2L&
1
4=:
2
L&
1
4=&
1
4<0 if * is integral and :L=0; and
:~ 2L&
1
4=:
2
L&
1
4=0 if * is properly half-integral and :L=\
1
2 . The corollary
now follows immediately from (5.9). K
Remark 5.6. We can unify formulas (5.2) and (5.4) by using the
‘‘dummy gradient target’’ device from the proof of Theorem 5.2. To do this,
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let N *=N* if N* is even, and let N *=N*+1, with sN*+1=&
1
2 , if N* is
odd. Then (5.2) and (5.4) both read
(&1)t* (su+ 12)
>1vN * , v{u (sv&su)
.
The constant c~ *_N*&1+c~ *_N* from (5.3) also fits this pattern, after analytic
continuation:
c~ *_N*&1+c~ *_N*=
(&1)t* (s+ 12)
>1vN *&1, v{u (sv&s) } s=&12 .
Example 5.7. Recall Example 4.2, where we studied the spectrum of
the Gu*Gu corresponding to $d on 4kSn, k(n&3)2. We found the eigen-
value array
c~ *_u(n+ j&k)( j+k+1)(n&2k | 0).
To compute c~ *_u , we note that N*=3, so (5.2) applies, and that t*=2. The
gradient targets are _1=(2, 1k&1), _2=(1k&1), and _3=(1k+1); in the case
at hand, u=3. Furthermore, s1=&(n+1)2, s2=(n&2k+1)2, and
s3=&(n&2k&1)2. (5.2) gives
c~ *_3=&[(s1&s3)(s2&s3)]
&1=[(k+1)(n&2k)]&1,
so the eigenvalue array is
(n+ j&k)( j+k+1)((k+1)&1 | 0).
But now recalling Remark 1.6, where we computed that G3*G3=$d(k+1),
we have recovered the familiar result on the $d spectrum.
Example 5.8. Recall Example 4.3, which computes the spectrum of the
Gu*Gu corresponding to {3 2 for n odd. Here N*=2 and t*=1; (5.4) applies.
The gradient targets are _1=( 32, (
1
2) l&1) with s1=&n2, and _2=((
1
2) l)
with s2=0; here u=2. (5.4) gives
c~ *_2=
&12
&n2
=n&1.
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The spectrum of {3 2 is known to be (4.6) (see [Br3]), and we have just
calculated that spec(G2*G2) is n&1 times (4.6). The factor of n&1 can be
given the following explanation. Since
0=D*=
n
2
+
2
n&1
G1*G1&2G*2 G2 ,
{* {=G1*G1+G*2 G2 ,
we have
{* {=n(G2*G2&n+1)=
n
n&1 \G1*G1+
n&1
4 + .
By the Clifford relations, the leading symbol of {3 2 equals that of {* {,
so nG2*G2={3 2. The Lichnerowicz formula {3 2={* {+{4 falls out as a
corollary of this calculation on S n; the general Lichnerowicz formula also
falls out as a corollary of the general form of this calculation [Br5,
Remark 5.5]. The calculation is similar for even n; we omit the details (see
Example 4.3).
Example 5.9. As an example of (5.3), consider the form bundle
4(n&2)2S n is even dimensions. Here N*=4 and t*=2. The gradient targets
are _1 = (2, 1(n&4)2) with s1 = &(n+1)2, _2 = (1(n&4)2) with s2 = 32 ,
_3=(1n2) with s3=&12 , and _4=(1(n&2)2 , &1) with s4=&
1
2. By (5.3),
c~ *_3=c~ *_4=&\2 } \&n2+ } 2+
&1
=(2n)&1.
Relative to the decomposition
S(*)= 
j # N
[V((1+ j, 1(n&2)2); *)V((1+ j, 1(n&4)2); *),
the eigenvalue array for G3*G3 or G4*G4 is thus
(2n)&1 \2 \ j+n2+\ j+
n
2
+1+ } 0+ .
Thus G3*G3+G4*G4 has the eigenvalue array
2
n \\ j+
n
2+\ j+
n
2
+1+ } 0+ .
This is the same as the spectrum of $d((n&2)2+1)=2$dn, as expected
from Remark 1.6.
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Knowing the normalizing constants c~ *_u , we now have enough
machinery to identify all the optimal BochnerWeitzenbo ck formulas.
Theorem 5.10. Fix V(*). The space of b=(b1 , ..., bN*) # R
N* with
N*u=1 bu_2(Gu*Gu)=0 has dimension [N*2], and consists of those b for
which

N*
u=1
buc~ *_u s
2j
u =0, j=0, ..., [(N*+1)2]&1.
Proof. For arbitrary n-dimensional Riemannian metrics, by Weyl’s
invariant theory, the operator D=N*u=1 buGu*Gu either has nonzero
second order symbol, or is an order zero curvature action. The latter case
occurs if and only if the realization of D on S n is a constant times the iden-
tity operator. By the argument around (5.6), this happens if and only if
:
N*
u=1
buc~ *_u(&s
2
u)
t*&k=0, k=1, ..., t* .
Thus we have determined all linear relations among the _2(Gu*Gu), for arbi-
trary n-dimensional Riemannian metrics. Recalling that t*=[(N*+1)2]=
N*&[N* 2] by (5.7), we have the assertion of the theorem. K
6. APPENDIX: A STRONG IRREDUCIBILITY RESULT
In this section we will show:
Theorem 6.1. If : and ; are distinct elements of X(*) and : W ;, then
ProjV(;; *) |(s) | V(:; *){0, and as a result, ProjV(;; *) |(s) V(:; *)=
V(;; *).
To paraphrase, if V(;; *) is potentially reachable in one step from
V(:; *) on the basis of the selection rule, then it actually is reached under
the multiplication
|(s)V(:; *)  
; W :
; a *
V(;; *), z. [ |(z) ..
Since
ProjV(;; *) >
*
r (z) | V(:; *)=\}(;)&}(:)2 +r+ ProjV(;; *) |(z) | V(:; *) , (6.1)
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the theorem tells us, for each r, exactly when V(;; *) is not reached from
V(:; *) in one step using >*r (s). Specifically, the theorem together with
(6.1) and K-equivariance, will imply that
ProjV(;; *) 6
*
r (s) V(:; *)=
? {0V(;; *)
if r= 12 (}(:)&}(;)),
otherwise.
What we know so far, on the basis of (6.1), is
ProjV(;; *) 6
*
r(s) V(:; *)=0 if r=
1
2 (}(:)&}(;)). (6.2)
In the discussion below, we shall denote by t the equivalence relation
which partitions C into the two equivalence classes [0] and C"[0]. Thus
t1tt2 iff both or neither ti vanishes.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Fix *, and let indices a, b run from 1 to L. For
each : # X(*), choose a highest weight vector .: in V(:; *). Let za be a
nonzero ea weight vector in s; then z a is a &ea weight vector. Define con-
stants c(:, ea) and #(:, ea) by
ProjC.:+ea
|(za) .:=c(:, ea) .:+ea
ProjC.: |(z a) .:+ea=#(:, ea) .: = whenever :, :+ea # X(*). (6.3)
In any k-invariant inner products, restriction and projection in the direction
of a given .: are adjoints. The adjoint of multiplication by |(za) is multi-
plication by |(z a). Thus it is immediate that
c(:, ea)t#(:, ea). (6.4)
For any s # C, z, z$ # s, and . # S(*), we have
6*s (z)(|(z$) .)=\L Y(z)+\n2+s+ |(z)+ (|(z$) .+
=|(z$) L Y(z) .+(Y(z) |(z$)) .+\n2+s+ |(z) |(z$) .
=(6 (0)&(n2)&1(z) |(z$)) .+|(z$) 6
*
s+1(z) .. (6.5)
The significance of the precise way in which we wrote the right hand side
of (6.5) is that
6 (0)&(n2)&1(s) |(s)=C } 1, (6.6)
by (6.2) and the selection rule. We use formula (6.5) to prove two lemmas.
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Lemma 6.2. If a{b and :, :+ea , :+eb , :+ea+eb # X(*), then
c(:, ea) c(:+ea , eb)tc(:, eb) c(:+eb , ea).
Proof. The statement is symmetric in a and b, so we may assume a<b
(so that ea>eb). Let z=za , z$=zb , and .=.: , and consider the com-
ponents of the expressions in (6.5) in the direction of .:+ea+eb . On the
extreme right, the contribution of (> (0)&(n2)&1(za) |(zb)) .: is zero, by
(6.6). Now there are only two ways to go from V(:; *) to V(:+ea+eb ; *)
in two steps governed by the selection rule, namely
V(:+ea ; *) ww V(:+ea+eb ; *)
(6.7)
V(:; *) V(:+eb ; *)
The weight :+ea does not occur in V(:+eb ; *), since :+ea>:+eb .
Thus
ProjC.:+ea+eb
6*s(za) ProjV(:+eb ; *) (|(zb) .:)
+ProjC.:+ea+eb
6*s (za) ProjV(:+ea ; *) (|(zb) .:)
=ProjC.:+ea+eb
|(zb) ProjV(:+ea ; *) 6
*
s+1(za) .a . (6.8)
We now use (6.2) to choose a value of s that will eliminate the second term
on the left in (6.8), namely
s=&:b&1+b&
n
2
.
For this s, we are entitled to write
|(zb)
.:+ea .:+ea+eb
6*s+1(za) 6s
*(za)
.: .:+eb
Using (6.1), we get
(:a&:b+b&a+1) c(:, ea) c(:+ea , eb)
=(:a&:b+b&a) c(:, eb) c(:+eb , ea).
By the dominance of :, :a&:b0, so :a&:b+b&a>0. K
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Lemma 6.3. If a{b and :, :+ea , :+eb , :+ea+eb # X(*), then
c(:+eb , ea) c(:+ea , eb)tc(:, eb) c(:, ea).
Proof. We argue as in the last lemma, without assuming any order rela-
tion between a and b. Replace z$=zb with z$=z b , and (6.7) with
V(:+ea ; *) ww V(:+ea+eb ; *)
V(:; *) V(:+eb ; *)
The weight :+ea does not occur in V(:; *). Furthermore, by choosing
s=:b+1&b+
n
2
,
we can arrange that ProjV(:+ea ; *) 6
*
s (s) V(:+ea+eb ; *)=0. The conclu-
sion is that for this value of s,
ProjC.:+ea
6*s(za) ProjV(:; *)(|(z b) .:+eb)
=ProjC.:+ea
|(z b) ProjV(:+ea+eb ; *) 6
*
s+1(za) .:+eb ,
and we are entitled to write
|(z b)
|(z b)
.:+ea .:+ea+eb
6s
*(za) 6
*
s+1(za)
.: .:+eb
By (6.1),
(:a+:b&a&b+n+2) #(:, eb) c(:, ea)
=(:a+:b&a&b+n+3) c(:+eb , ea) #(:+ea , eb). (6.9)
Since
:a+:b&a&b+n=:a+:b+\n2&a++\
n
2
&b+0,
(6.4) and (6.9) give the result. K
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Proof of Theorem 6.1, Continued. The lemmas show that for any
diagram
c(:, eb)
V(:+ea ; *) wwww
c(:+ea , eb)
V(:+ea+eb ; *)
c(:, ea) c(:+eb , ea)
V(:; *) V(:+eb ; *)
contained in the rectangular box diagram of S(*) (where a{b),
if the c’s of any two adjacent sides are nonzero,
(6.10)
then the c’s of the remaining two sides are also nonzero.
This suggests the following ‘‘path shortening’’ lemma:
Lemma 6.4. If the c of each leg in some selection rule path
:  (:+=1ea1)  } } }  (:+=1ea1+ } } } +=NeaN)=:+eb (6.11)
is nonzero (where each =i=\1), then c(:, eb){0.
Proof. Perform the following operation on the path:
1. Remove all useless loops. That is, arrange that each ; # X(*) is the
initial point of at most one leg in (6.11).
2. Consider the initial point ;i :=:+=1ea1+ } } } =i eai whose distance
to : (in the standard metric on Rl) is maximal; or, if more than one of
these initial points are tied for the most distant, one such ;i . An elementary
calculation shows that ;i is a corner point of the path. That is, either i=0
or ai{ai+1.
3. If i=0, our paths is :  :+eb and we are done. Otherwise we
replace the legs
;i&=i eai  ;i  ;i+=i+1 eai+1
with
;i&=i eai  ;i$ :=;i&=i eai+=i+1eai+1  ;i+=i+1eai+1 .
An elementary calculation shows that ;i$ is closer to : than is ;i . By (6.10),
each leg of the new path has a nonvanishing c. We now iterate the process;
after a finite number of iterations, the path becomes :  :+eb . K
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Proof of Theorem 6.1, continued. We shall be done upon showing that
there is a path of the type described in Lemma 6.4 between any two highest
k-weight vectors in S(*). Let .: and .; be two such vectors, and let
Amax[:1 , ;1]. By (6.1), if rA :=&A&(n2), there is a (g, K )-submodule
of (6*rA , ?
*) whose K-types are precisely the V(!; *) with !1A. Under the
unitary trick, this finite dimensional module corresponds to a representa-
tion of gr=so(n+2). Examination of the list of K-types in the light of the
gr-to-k branching rule shows that this can only be the irreducible module
with highest gr weight 4 :=(A, *1 , ..., *l), or (if n is even) (A, *1 , ..., &*l).
The 4 weight vector is the highest weight vector .:0 of the K-type V(:0; *),
where
:0={(A, *1 , ..., |*l | ) if n is odd,(A, *1 , ..., *l&1) if n is even.
By the theory of standard cyclic modules [H], there is an element J of
U(g) connecting .:0 to .: :
6*rA(J ) .:0=.: .
By the PoincareBirkhoffWitt Theorem, J can be expressed as a linear
combination of monomials of the form
Q=yz i11 } } } z
iL
Lx‘,
where ‘ is a monomial in vectors from s with nonnegative k weight, x is a
monomial in raising vectors from k, and y is a monomial in lowering from
k. However, because of the various orderings and highest weight properties,
Proj.: 6
*
rA
(J) .:0 can only be nonzero for Q of the form
z i11 } } } z
iL
L, where ia=:
0
a&:a ;
and there is only one possible ‘‘path down’’: if 6=6*rA ,
0{Proj.: 6(z
i1
1 } } } z
iL
L) .:0=[P1, 16(z 1) P1, 26(z 1) } } } P1, i1 6(z 1)]
_[P2, 16(z 2) P2, 26(z 2) } } } P2, i26(z 2)]
_ } } }
_[PL, 1 6(z L) PL, 26(z L) } } } PL, iL 6(z L)] .:0, (6.12)
where
Pa, t=ProjC.:+i1 e1+ }} } +ia&1ea&1+(t&1) ea .
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By (6.1), the expression (6.12) with | in place of 6 is nonzero. Thus we
have a path of the required type from .:0 to .: . Similarly, we have such
a path from .:0 to .; . By (6.4), we can reverse the arrows on the first path,
concatenate paths, and end up with a path of the required type from .:
to .; . This completes the proof. K
7. NOTATION
In this section we list our recurring notational conventions, together with
the points in the exposition where they first come up. In a few cases, two
points of first reference are listed; these are usually instances in which a
notation is first used ‘‘qualitatively,’’ and later ‘‘quantitatively,’’ after more
structure has been introduced. Notational conventions that are completely
standard (such as { for the covariant derivative) are not listed.
c(:, ea) (6.3)
c*_u after Remark 1.6; Theorem 4.1
c~ *_u (5.1)
du after (5.10)
dN*+1 after(5.13)
ea after (3.3)
m(r0) (3.22)
n before (1.1)
pu (2.4); (3.5)
qu (2.4); after (3.5)
su (4.2)
sN*+1 after (5.13)
t* Definition 5.1
za before (6.3)
A*2r0 after (4.2)
Bj Theorem 1.4
D* (5.8)
Gu , G*_u (1.2)
Ga, \ before Theorem 4.10
G l, + before Theorem 4.10
G0 before Theorem 4.10
L after (3.7)
N* (1.1)
Ric } (1.6)
S (1.3); (3.4)
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T, T\ after (1.4); (3.4)
TFS pM before (1.3); Example 3.1
B* Proof of Lemma 3.5
DA Question 1.2
F before (1.1)
F* Definition 5.1
LX after (3.6)
L X after (3.6)
R, R\ before Remark 1.1; (3.4)
S(*) after (3.8)
T* Definition 5.1
V(:; *) (3.9)
X(*) after (4.1)
D(*) before Corollary 5.3
M(x1 , ..., xm) after (5.14)
TM, T\M (1.4); Example 3.1
V(*) before (1.1)
Vr(*) before Remark 3.2
: (3.7)
:~ before (4.1)
|:| after (4.1)
;* (5.9)
; * (5.9)
.: before (6.3)
#(:, ea) (6.3)
#((:2 , ..., :L); *, _u) Proof of Theorem 4.5
#* (5.5)
}(:) (3.14)
* before (1.1); (3.2)
* (3.23)
* before (4.1)
|*| after (4.1)
*

Remark 4.13
+(:, 2r) (3.19)
+0(:, 2r) (3.21)
+*(:, 2r0) after (3.22)
?* before (3.6)
\so(n) (3.5)
_u (1.1); before (3.3)
{ before (1.1); (5.8)
‘u(!) Proof of Theorem 2.1
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|X (3.6)
|(Y ) before (3.11)
6*r before (3.6)
7M, 7\M (1.4); Example 3.1
a after Remark 3.2
s before (3.10)
W after (3.3); before (3.10)
a after (3.8)
A after (3.8)
{3 , {3 \ after (1.4); (3.4)
l before (3.2)
t after (6.2)
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